
The Everything Pocket Bag 
 

 
 

Pocket gift bag 
 

 
 

Pocket Camera bag 



Supplies: 
 

Fabric for the body: you will need either two sets of two fabric 
rectangles or two large rectangles of two fabrics (outside and lining) 
that can be folded in half to form either a tall rectangle or a long one. 
The goal here is to use your scraps, unless you are looking for a 
specific size of course. 
 
Fabric for the handle: I make my handle about the same length as the 
bag is high. In general, 16 inches by 2 inches is very comfortable. You 
can shorten it easily later. If you are using thicker weight fabric make 
the handle 2.5 inches. 
  
A ponytail elastic in a coordinating color, one or two buttons (if you 
want the bad to fold in two sizes, use that extra button). 

 
Sewing instruction: 

 
Step 1: Make the handle. 
Press the handle fabric in half along the length. Then press the edges to the 
inside crease, the handle should now be half the width. Pic1. 
Topstitch on either side of the handle. Put aside. 
 

 Pic1. 
 



Step 2: 
Make two bags out of your two or four pieces of fabric. You will either sew on 
three sides or fold the fabric in half and sew on two sides.  
Make the lining bag first. Put aside. When you are pining the outside bag 
together, insert the handle into the seam. Where you place the handle depends 
on the shape of the bag and its purpose. Just pause a moment and contemplate 
your options…  Then sew away and cut off the excess handle. Pic2. 
 

Pic2. 
 
Step 3: 
Turn the outside bag outside out and press, then insert it in the lining bag. The 
lining bag will still be inside out. Pin the opening well, matching the side seams. 
Insert the ponytail elastic between the two fabrics, well centered (take the 
seams into account when centering, especially if you folded one side). The 
ponytail is better places on the “bottom” side when the seam with the handle is 
on your right. Sew around the top leaving a 1.5” opening to turn the bag inside 
out. Pic3. 
 

 Pic3. 
 



Step 4: 
Turn the bag inside out, press well. Topstitch the top of the bag essentially 
closing the opening. Now is time to decide where the bag will fold. Once that 
decision is made you are ready to sew on the button. If you want the bag to fold 
in two places just sew two buttons. 
Wasn’t this easy? Now make another one…you know you want to! 
 

 

 
Bottle bag. 

 

 
Diaper change bag. 



This pattern is for your own use only, if you want to sew this item to 
raise founds for charity or schools please limit yourself to ten and 

give proper credit, thanks! 
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